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ABSTACT 

In India, most of the people are dependent on agriculture. The raw materials obtained from the 

agriculture are served as food for many people. The crop plantations are being destroyed because of the two 

main reasons: (i) The natural destructions such as drought, flood, famine, and earthquake. (ii) Pest and 

pathogens. About 98% of the destruction in crops are caused by pathogens and pests. The remaining 2% of 

the destruction is due to natural disaster in the surroundings. The rural farmers are severely affected by the 

crop production problems. In crop's life cycle, leaf plays a major role in getting the information about the 

growth and production of the plant. Previously we discussed the methods used for the detection of plant 

diseases using their leaves images. This paper also discussed some segmentation and feature extraction 

algorithm used in the plant disease detection. In this paper, the proposed system works on the preprocessing 

of the dataset. The leaf images are collected from the plant village dataset. The feature extraction is applied 

to the images during the data preprocessing stage. Convolution neural network (CNN) is used for the 

classification and detection of diseases. The recommendation of pesticides and fertilizers is done by using 

TensorFlow technique. The convolution neural network with various number of layers is used for training 

the model, and GUI screen serves as a user interface.

I. INTRODUCTION 

Agriculture is always backbone of 

developing nations. To make people in such 

country economically well and strong we 

need to harvest good quality and quantity 

from agriculture. Every year huge amount of 

crop gets damage due to bad weather, viruses 

and different crops diseases. Usually farmer 

fails to identify new diseases on crops and 

plants. So, plant does not get specific 

treatment for specific disease or viruses. 

Usually many farmers cannot afford the 

experts advices due to lack of money and 

other circumstances like travelling long 

distance to get the help, and the time-

consuming processes. To overcome all this 

problem, we have great tools in technologies. 

To ensure quality yield we definitely need to 

use different techniques and available 

technologies. Time to time diagnosis is very 

important now days to maximize yeild. We 

can make use of the new technologies like 

Artificial intelligence and Machines 

Learning to overcome the problem that 
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usually occurs. Rest of the paper is organized 

as follows. Section III explain working of 

single neuron and complex neural network. 

Section IV explain how system work and 

interpret the result. Then section V point out 

the main applications. Finally, in section VI 

we conclude this paper along with possible 

future directions to improve the model and 

features. In color images number of bits at 

every dot termed as the height of image. It is 

also referred as the bit plane. For bit plane 

consisting of x, 2x color are possible. 

Different methods are available to store the 

color information of image. One of the 

method is RGB image also termed as true 

color image. For every pixel red, green and 

blue component is stored in three 

dimensional arrays. 

Identifying Patterns 

        In order to detect the same kind of 

pattern different pattern recognition 

techniques are used in MATLAB. Using 

these techniques we recognize the similar 

kind of the pattern in the problem. When 

same kind of pattern are detected then these 

can be used to generate outputs or solve the 

problems more efficiently. In order to 

recognize the pattern, we need to train the 

machine. For this first we need to classify the 

data .The data is classified using the key 

features .For classifying the data we have 

different type of learning modules is there 

such as supervised learning and unsupervised 

learning modules .Bothe of these modules are 

used to identify the patterns. In supervised 

learning module we train the machine by 

recognizing the patterns in the data set and 

then results which are generated are applied 

to the testing data set. We train the machine 

over the training dataset and test it over the 

testing data set. In unsupervised learning 

module, there are no visible pattern the 

dataset, so with the help of the some 

algorithm we try to catch the patterns. 

Clustering algorithm, classification 

algorithm such as Markov Model (MM) is 

there. 

 

For recognizing the patterns we identify we 

have different techniques such as 

preprocessing, Extraction of features and 

classification. In preprocessing we try to 

filter out, smooth the data by normalizing in 

more ordered way. Filtering such as noise 

filtering is there. Feature extraction is usually 

done using the software which collect the 

information from the data. Sensors are also 

used for this purpose and the final phase is 

the classification. 

Problem Statement 

The main purpose is detecting the diseased 

part of the plant. Using MATLAB 

convolution neural networks are 

implemented in order to classify the diseased 

part. Aim is to detect the diseased part by 

finding the optimum way with minimum 

cost. In this problem we have considered 

fundamental five categories of the plant leaf 

disease which are Alternation Alternate, 

Anthracnose, Bacterial Blight, Cercospora 

leaf spot and Healthy Leaves. All of these 

disease belongs to fungal, viral or bacterial 

type of the diseases. In our proposed solution 

we identify the percentage of the affected 

area and identify the disease. Our approach 

provide the result in minimum time span with 

maximum precision and accuracy in 

comparison to other existing approaches. 

Plant Disease Fundamentals 

  

      There are different types of plant 

disease exist, but majority of these disease 

can be categorize into the three different 

categories which are bacterial disease viral 

disease and the fungal disease. The most 

ideal way to detect the disease is the 

classification followed by detection. 

Classification is done on the basis of shape 

and texture features. 
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Objective of First Project:  

 Rice Disease detection Pattern Recognition 

Techniques. Published in 11th International 

Conference on Computer and Information 

Technology Gist of Project: The point of this 

project is to depict a product model 

framework for the discovery of malady in 

rice plant based on different pictures of the 

rice plants. Pictures of the tainted piece of the 

rice plant are taken utilizing computerized 

camera. With the end goal to identify the 

abandoned piece of the plant different 

procedures like picture division, picture 

developing and so forth. By utilizing neural 

system the tainted piece of the leaf is 

grouped. Picture preparing and delicate 

processing procedures are joined on infected 

plant.  

Procedures embraced in project:   

● Preparing & design 

examination strategies of 

images   

● Binary cutoff methods 

● Border layout calculation 

using eight-availability 

strategy   

● Self-organizing map(SOM)  

 

In this examination project, the diseased part 

of the rice plant leaf is identified with the 

help of the self-organizing map. Testing is 

done using four different images of the crop. 

Infected region is extracted using neural 

networks pattern recognition techniques. By 

utilizing effective example acknowledgment 

procedures, the framework will have the 

capacity to do the opportune finding of the 

field issue and the proposal will assist the 

ranchers with taking the suitable measure to 

build the nature of the harvest .It won't just 

decrease the improvement cost later on yet in 

addition spare the earth too. 

Objective of Second Project:  

          Detection of plant leaf diseases using 

image segmentation and soft computing 

techniques. Published in Information 

Processing in agriculture. 

 

Gist of Project: These projects monitor the 

crop growth using the image segmentation 

techniques. Noise filtering is done and 

features are extracted and then image is 

further classified to detect the diseased part. 

Strategies/Methodology embraced in project:   

• Support Vector Machine (SVM)  

• Artificial Neural Network (ANN) 

• Dispersion method 

• Self-sorting out element 

Using image segmentation techniques and 

machine learning algorithms the information 

for ripening stages of crop and infected part 

recognition is made. There were a few issues 

for doing extraction of vague shading pixels 

from the foundation of the picture.   

Neural arrange don't permit better division of 

the grape leaf illness pixels.   

The framework will show programmed 

determination ability with extremely 

successful execution for the further agrarian 

item investigation/review framework 

improvement.  
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Objective of Third Project:  

 Remote Area Plant diseases detection using 

Image Processing. Published in IOSR 

Journal of Electronics and Communication 

Engineering.  

Gist of Project: Infected part in the plant can 

be detected with help of color and other 

changing properties by using classification 

algorithm.  Strategy/Methodology embraced 

in project: 

• Segmentation 

• RGB 

• Color transformation 

• Image acquisition 

• Classification 

Different pixel information is extracted and 

Green leaves pixel and diseased leaf pixel are 

compared by finding the ratio of pixel 

corresponding to the healthy leaf to the pixel 

corresponding to the infected leaf. 

Background is removing and different region 

of the images are formatted after the image 

acquisition.   

• Using image segmentation to extract 

the image feature is best. But important thing 

is the level of the results which derived using 

are how much reliable.   

• Results exhibited intriguing 

enhancement in the forecast framework. It is 

possibly a promising option in contrast to 

existing expectation models.   

• Further these approaches are scalable 

and can be modified as per the requirements 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 

Leaf shape description is that the key 

downside in leaf identification. Up to 

now, several form options are 

extracted to explain the leaf form. 

however, there's no correct 

application to classify the leaf once 

capturing its image and identifying its 

attributes, however. In plant leaf 

classification leaf is classed supported 

its completely different 

morphological options. a number of 

the classification techniques used are  

● Fuzzy logic 
● Principal component  

Analysis 
● K-Nearest Neighbor 

Classifier Plant disease 

classification has wide 

application in Agriculture. 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

       There are many techniques that are 

presently being utilized to make computer-

based vision systems victimization options of 

plants extracted from pictures as input 

parameters to varied classifier systems. 

During this project, a method to argument 

already existing techniques of plant leaves 

identification system is represented. This 

project, a brand new classification model 

involving neural networks (NN) was utilized 

to develop a pc primarily based vision system 

for automatic identification of plant species. 

SYSTEM IMPLEMPATION  

        In this chapter we describe the 

implementation details of the algorithm and 

steps in which our algorithm works for the 

identifying the disease. K means color based 

clustering algorithm is used in this problem. 

Below are the steps in which an input image 

is processed.   

● Image acquisition 

● Image preprocessing and 

enhancement 

● Image segmentation using k means 

and Otsu classifier 

● Feature extraction  
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Image Acquisition  

       Image acquisition means to collect 

different type of samples for the formation of 

the input dataset. Dataset images further go 

through the various steps. In order to provide 

best solution to any problem it is necessary 

that dataset cover majority of the different 

type of inputs. We have covered different 

plant leaves. Different image formats are 

taken in our dataset. Any other image 

excluding dataset can be used in our 

algorithm provided its size is matching and 

format is known, out algorithm and its 

classifier gives the prediction of the disease 

for that random image. 

Image Preprocessing and Enhancement  

       It is the second phase in digital image 

processing. In this using MATLAB input 

image noise is reduced, pixel values gets 

more classified, spot reduction and contrast 

enhancement is there. The purpose of the 

image preprocessing and enhancement step is 

that after preprocessing the image its get easy 

to separate the infected area. Indirectly the 

classifier we use works better with 

preprocessed image without and impurities. 

Values of the pixels also get adjusted in the 

preprocessed image. MATLAB provides 

user number of different filters for the 

enhancement of the image. 

 

Image Preprocessing Original Image. 

 

Preprocessed Image 

In figure we can see the difference between 

the two of the images. The first image is the 

input image and the second one is the 

preprocessed image in which we enhance the 

contrast other features of the image using the 

MATLAB. Preprocessing let the users to 

reduce the noise in the image and overall 

quality of the image is improved. The 

leftover space in the first image is also gets 

separated in the second preprocessed image. 

For every different color the contrast gets 

more enhanced for every pixel value. 

Image Acquisition 

First we need to select the plant which is 

affected by the disease and then collect the 

leaf of the plant and take a snapshot of leaf 

and load the leaf image into the system.  

 

Segmentation 

It means representation of the image in 

more meaningful and easy to analyze way. 

In segmentation a digital image is 

partitioned into multiple segments can 

define as super-pixels. 
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Converting RGB to HSI 

The RGB image is in the size of M-by-N-

by-3,where the three dimensions account 

for three image planes(red, green, blue).if 

all the three components are equal then 

conversion is  undefined.  

Generally the pixel range of RGB is 

[0,255] in his the pixel range is [0, 

1].Conversion of pixel range can be done 

by calculating of the components; Hue, 

Saturation, Intensity. 

RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE 

ANALYSIS 

The purposed algorithm is made to run for 

each individual image. In our solution we 

have covered four different type of 

diseases which are Alternation Alternate, 

Anthracnose, Bacterial blight, Cercospora 

leaf spot. Given below figures shows the 

detected disease for input image from a 

particular disease dataset. 

MILDEW 

 

Detection of Disease 

Analysis: Plant leaf infected with the mildew 

is loaded from database. Contrast 

enhancement and preprocessing of image is 

done in the second phase. In image 

segmentation column one of the cluster is 

loaded .As the above figure shows the 

disease classified as mildew .Also area of the 

affected region in percentage is also shown. 

To check the accuracy of the our purposed 

methodology the image is passed through 

five hundred iteration and every time 

different clusters is chosen by the algorithm 

and then accuracy is predicted. The figure 

shows the accuracy. 

 

Disease Result 

ANTHRACNOSE 

 

Disease Result 2 

Analysis: the figure shows the disease 

classification and prediction of the leaf image 

infected with anthracnose. Same steps are 

performed. In this case we can see that 

disease is classified as the Anthracnose and 

nearly sixty percentage of area is affected by 

this disease and the accuracy comes out to be 

ninety six percentages. Various features 

which are extracted are also displayed on the 

right side of the image. 
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BACTERIAL BLIGHT 

 

Disease Result 3 

Analysis: In the figure we can see that the 

diseases identified for the query image comes 

out to be bacterial blight. Various features 

both shape color oriented are shown. 

Preprocessed image and segmented region of 

interest is shown. In this case disease affected 

area comes out to be fifteen percentage on the 

other hand accuracy comes out to be ninety 

six percentage. 

CERCOSPORA LEAF SPOT 

 

Disease Result 4 

Analysis: disease classified is Cercospora 

leaf spot and percentage of the area affected 

is around sixteen percentages and the 

accuracy comes out to be approximately 

ninety five percentage.  

HEALTHY LEAF 

 

 

Disease Result 5 

Analysis: when the query image of healthy 

leaf is taken then the result is classified as the 

healthy leaf with no affected region and 

accuracy of ninety six percentages. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

This project gives the executed results on 

different diseases classification techniques 

that can be used for plant leaf disease 

proposed algorithm was tested. Therefore, 

related diseases for these plants were taken 

detection and an algorithm for image 

segmentation technique used for Automatic 

detection as well as classification of plant 

leaf diseases has been described later. 

Banana, beans, jackfruit, lemon, mango, 

potato, tomato, and sapota are some of those 

ten species on which for identification. With 

very less computational efforts the optimum 

results were obtained, which also shows the 

efficiency of the proposed algorithm in 

recognition and classification of the leaf 

diseases. Another advantage of using this 

method is that the plant diseases can be 

identified at an early stage or the initial stage. 
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